®

The Hippocampe allows access to your pool and
aquatic complex

Pool

Swimming is the most practiced sport by people with
disabilities, it allows most individuals to use their motor
skills in zero gravity situation.

Accessibility

Innovative Security

Hygiene
Handling

Rustproof

Parking
brakes

included

Aquatic areas accessible
to everyone
The Hippocampe Pool makes it easier for people with
reduced mobility to access aquatic and pool spaces.
Usable in water, easy to use and hygienic it
accompanies users from changing rooms to pool
areas while avoiding multiple transfers.

Accessibility

Hygiene and security

Certifications

The Hippocampe allows
people
with
reduced
mobility to move around
freely between changing
rooms, showers, and pool
areas.

The seat and footrest cover is made of
comfortable hydrophobic foam that
protects its user.

FDA REGISTERED

It can be submerged in
water to simplify access to
swimming.

With
easy
maintenance,
Hippocampe can be rinsed
disinfected after each use.

the
and

VIPAMAT ensures a level of
quality and performance
satisfying the requirements
of the FDA and NF Santé.

Hippocampe Pool

Technical data

Seat length - feet
28.5" - 72 cm

Back seat height
14.5" - 37 cm

Seat width
15.5"- 40 cm

Seat depth

Seat height - ground
13.5"- 34 cm

Interior width
19.5"- 50 cm

Total length

Total height
38" - 96 cm

Total width
27" - 68 cm

14.5" - 37 cm

54" - 137 cm

Technical data

Certifications

Seat : Comfortable hydrophobic foam

FDA REGISTERED

(3cm thickness) covered by black
fabric which dries quickly and avoids
skin problems.

VIPAMAT ensures a level of quality
and performance satisfying the
requirements of the FDA and NF Santé.
© Vipamat Hippocampe Piscine

Frame : Stainless steel and anodized
aluminum with a foam cover that is
comfortale to the touch even in case
of heat and cold exposure.
Push bar : Anodized aluminium tube
with a handle covered in foam that
improves comfort for the companion.
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Weight
Weight : 11.5 kg - 25,3 lb
Max user weight: 130 kg / 286 lb

VIPAMAT
3 Rue Gustave Eiffel
56270 PLŒMEUR - FRANCE
Tél.: +33 2 97 86 24 87
Fax : +33 2 97 86 73 81
www.vipamat.com
contact@vipamat.com

VIPAMAT

3302 Canal St.
Suite 62
Houston, TX 77003
Office: 832 516 8125
Mobile: 865 385 4350

contact-usa@vipamat.com

